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Depreciation and Interest
E conclusion which one reaches with
THrespect
to controversial accounting

literative construction, is taken to mean
capital. Therefore, when constituting an
questions hinges often on a knowledge of element of production in enterprise, capital
theory. Determination of what constitutes is compensated, if at all, by a share in the
sound theory often is dependent on a profit; not by interest as when employed
knowledge of underlying and related sub- alone. In other words, those who, as proprietors, supply capital to an enterprise
jects like economics.
In economics, interest is that share of take their compensation in the form of
distribution which is imputed to the use profit; not interest. They use their capital
of capital. Profit is that share of distri- to employ machines, men, and managebution which is attributed to enterprise. ment.
This discussion is leading up to a quesThe economic factor of production known
as enterprise is a combination of money, tion concerning the propriety, in computmachines, men, and management. The ing cost of production, of including therein
successful manipulation of these forces is both depreciation and interest.
rewarded by profit.
Depreciation is the reduction in the cost
"Money," as used in the foregoing al- of a physical asset representing capital,
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which is charged to cost of production for
the purpose of recovering from customers
the cost of the physical asset contributing
to service, thus maintaining intact the
capital so invested.
Cost is the representation of capital
which, if entrusted to others, is so entrusted in contemplation of recovery with
profit. A seller of goods entrusts a portion
of his capital to the buyer with the understanding that it will be returned with a
profit. Thus, the seller recovers his cost
and receives profit as his compensation.
Depreciation is an element of cost. The
receipt by the seller of a sale price is a
recovery of cost carrying a reward of
profit. Consequently, capital represented
by depreciation is rewarded in enterprise
by profit. To put the matter differently,
and more concisely, depreciation is compensated by profit.
Reasoning as in the foregoing, one finds
it difficult to accept the contention that it
is proper to include in cost of production
both depreciation and interest on capital.
To do so would be to duplicate the charge.
If capital as an element of enterprise is
rewarded by a share in the profit of the
enterprise, why should it be rewarded in
addition by a special interest allowance
for its use? If interest on owned capital is
permitted to creep into cost, the profit is
compounded. There is profit on capital as
a part of cost and there is profit on the
interest on the capital as a part of cost.
It is conceivable, of course, that interest
might be allowed as a part of cost on such
capital as is represented by an amount
corresponding to depreciation which has
been recovered from customers and when
the amount is not otherwise employed in
an earning capacity. The funds representing recovered depreciation, if not compensated by a charge to cost for interest in
an amount equal to the profit on the capital
tied up in idle funds, would fail to that
extent to bring profit to the whole capital
invested in the enterprise.
This, of course, is rather involved, but
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it serves, from an economic angle, to explain why both depreciation and interest
should not be charged to cost for the undepreciated portion of capital invested in
physical assets, whereas interest may be
charged properly, under certain circumstances, on the capital represented by the
depreciated portion of physical assets.
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